
    1) The Great Barrier Reef, for example. (5) .................coral 

  

2) Tame nag disturbed this colour. (7)……................magenta 

  

3) Bambi?  (4)..................................................................fawn 

  

4) An ogre entering hides this. (5)  ................................green 

  

5) These go together in perfect harmony. (5 & 5) ....ebony & ivory 

  

6) Ian was Pike. (8) ..................................................lavender 

  

7) The sailors seem sad. (4,4)……. ........................navy blue 

  

8) This Carson became Ena. (6) ...................................violet 

  

9) Mixed up bream may be this colour. (5) ..................amber 

  

10) Prudish and pink? (8) ........................................primrose 

  

11) E.L. James’s Christian. (4) .......................................grey 

  

12) After stone but before iron. (6) .............................bronze 

  

13) Sing Old Father Thames to find this. (4) ..................gold 

  

14) (Pris)cilla was this...... (5) .......................................white 

  

15) .......but is now this. (5) ............................................black  

 

16) A hammer makes this fly. (6) ................................yellow 

  

17) An absolutely fabulous colour? (7) .......................saffron 

  

18) This made Duke Ellington moody. (6) ..................indigo 

  

19) A tasty colour from east central France. (8) .......burgundy 

       

20) Rip coat around for this colour. (7) ......................apricot 

  

21) Joanna Lumley with Steel on TV. (8) .................sapphire 

  

    22) Nancy, Ann and Peggy hide this (4) .........................cyan 



 

23) Wearing nothing in this. (4) ....................................................buff 

  

24) Do they dig automobiles here? (7) ...................................carmine 

  

25) She often danced with Fred. (6) .........................................Ginger 

26) Antony Costa, Duncan James, Lee Ryan and Simon Webbe are 

the members of which R&B band formed in 2000? 

..........................Blue 

 

27) What is the name of Spurs football ground? ……White Hart Lane 

  

28) Together with the Blue Nile which other major tributary makes up 

the River Nile? ..............................................................The White Nile 

  

29) What is the colour of cloth that is placed on the C of E church 

lectern and pulpit on Palm Sunday? ………………........................red 

  

30) Berberine is a compound found in mahonia plants which give the 

internal stems and roots which colour? .....................................yellow 

  

31) Founded as the PEOPLE party in 1972, by what name is this party 

now known? .......................................................................Green Party 

  

32) Which photoreceptors in your eyes are sensitive to colour? ..cones 

  

33) Visually impaired since birth, what is the name of one of the 

presenters of the Radio 4 consumer programme You and Yours? 

.............................................................................................Peter White 

 

34) First broadcast on 13 March 2009, what is the name of the BBC 

fundraising event that was part of the Do Something For Money 

event? .............................................................................Red Nose Day 

  

35) What is the name of the American female singer whose songs 

include So What, Blow Me and Just Give Me A Reason? ..……...Pink   

  

36) What is the colour of the ribbon traditionally hung around a tree 

to welcome troops home? ...........................................................yellow 

 

37) What is the colour of the star on the state flag of Texas?  .....white 

 

38) What is the colour on the top of the head of a Great Tit? .....black 



  

39) ‘The Woman in ….’  what colour, is a novel by Wilkie Collins? 

.....................................................................................................white 

  

40) Chasing the Stars, Noble Conflict and Cloud Busting are novels 

by which 2013-15 Children’s Laureate? …………Malorie Blackman 

  

41) Berryman, Baxter, Prettiboy and Penn and old Farmer Middleton 

were all after which hen in the poem by A.A. Milne? 

.............................................................................The Little Black Hen 

  

42) “Johnny’s in the basement, mixing up the medicine” are the 

opening lines to which 1965 Bob Dylan song? 

.............................................................Subterranean Homesick Blues 

 

43) What is the colour of the woodland plant hyacinthoides           

non-scripta? ……………………………………….…………….blue 

  

44) Which country is known by a name that translates as ‘the land of 

the long white cloud’? ……………………………...….New Zealand 

  

45) Which flavour jam is specified by the WI to be used in a classic 

Victoria sponge? …………………………………………..raspberry 

  

46) Robes called a zhen and a shemdap and worn by Buddhists are 

which colour? ……………………………………………….maroon 

  

47) What is the colour of Marg Simpson’s hair? ........................blue 

  

48) Who wore a ‘coat of many colours’ at the London Palladium after 

Jason Donovan? …………………………………...Philip Schofield  

 

49) What is the name of the range of popular smart phones and tablets 

designed by the Canadian company formerly known as Research in 

Motion? ………………………………………………….Blackberry 

  

50 What is the official colour of The Golden Gate Bridge in San 

Francisco? …………………………………..…international orange 

 


